
Jeffersonian's first editorial
encourages support, faith

The first editorial appearing
in the June 13, 1907 issue of The
Jeffersonian was titled
"Preserve This Paper:"

The Jeffersonian has arrived.
It is here to stay, not to stand-
still, but to endure; its hope the
future. It is "The Jeffersonian"
because it will endeavor to
represent the people of the
whole county without regard to

Early
J town
known as
suburb

In an early issue of the
Jeffersonian a column called
"The Coming Suburb"
described Jeffersontown as the
perfect place to live after city
life had become too hectic. The
column ran in the first issue on
June 13, 1907.

"Jeffersontown, already past
the century mark, the oldest
town in the county, has been
called "Louisville's Coming
Suburb." That was several
years ago. Today it is THE
SUBURB of the Falls City and
with reason. Here are broad and
fertile acres, in one of the most
elevated portions of the county,
easily reached by a good
turnpike the Southern
Railroad . and the electric
cars of the Beargrass Railway."

Later in the column, the
writer describes the escape
offered by Jeffersontown to city
residents.

"Here are sites of beauty for
the country homes of the tired
and blase urban dwellers, when
rest and peace and quiet bring
back the spring and elasticity of
youth."

Further down, the people of
Jeffersontown are described as
generous and friendly.

"Having arrived in this
quaint old town of simple and
kindly folk, he (the visitor) will
receive as glad welcome and as
bounteous hospitality as was
ever tendered weary and
footsore pilgrim.

"Here the water is of the
clearest and the purest, the
fruits of every variety the most
luscious, garden products the
choicest and every evidence of
prosperity is apparent. Here is

located a creamery . . . that
produces 8,000 pounds of the
very finest Elgin butter every
month; a banking institution
with a minimum capital; a
mineral well, its waters ... a
specific for most of the ills to
which human flesh is heir, from
house-maid'- s knee to
appendicitis; stores,
confectioneries, etc., sufficient
to take generous care of all the
needs of a populous
surrounding country; schools
and churches of various
denominations, and lastly,
plenty of room to grow; from
the town's ancient limts to its
adjacent suburbs, Middletown,
Fisherville and Rabbitsboro!

Come out all ye pale and
languid denizens of smoke-begrime- d,

dust-staine- d

Louisville. Come out and live

where bluebirds sing and the

woodbind ..twineth. The
Jeffersonian bids you
welcome."

sex, "race, color or previous
condition of servitude."

It wants to help, and it must
have your help to help it help. It
will be what you, gentle reader,
make it; if alert, energetic,
progressive, standing for things
worthwhile, for right living and
right thinking, for truth, purity
and light, it will be because of
you and the support of you
readers; if otherwise, that also
will be a responsibility of yours.
It may be claimed for hands
upon the helm, that they have
had some experience, "for their
intentions, that they are honest
and sincere," for the hearts that
inspire them, that in them there
is no guile.

Our pffnrt sr Ku

your interests; they are ours as ,
succeed

well; the advancement of the
material and spiritual welfare of
Jeffersontown in Jefferson
County; the closer association
of its people through the
medium of publicity, the
exchange of ideas, these will
help us all.

Your religion and your
politics are of no concern to us,
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nor ours to you, except as they
may make us better men and
women, better citizens. Let us,
therefore, be neighborly, let us
be friends each to his
own opinions, honestly
entertained, expressed with
dignity.

Our pleasure is service, but
not servitude; our object not to
mould public opinion, but only
to furnish the facts upon which
it may be based.

In such an enterprise may we
not only rely upon your earnest
cooperation?

Our ambition is to deserve
success; shall we fail because of
a lack of appreciaton upon your
part? We do not believe in such
a fate; on the contrary, we do
believe that to deserve to

is to
and if to be, in a real

newspaper for the
of all the county" is
worthwhile, then we have every
reason for existence, none for
fears of the

"Let us, then, be up and

With a heart for any fate;
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to
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Veixler's
Gaslight Florist

ExDerts on lra Phi
estimated that this log cabin was
built between 1 740 and 1 790.
The original construction
consisted of two sets of logs for protection
against indians trying to burn it. There were 2
doors and 3 windows in its original state which
were much smaller than the ones in today. Cross
cut logs 12" to 15" thick form the foundation.
All the wood is yellow poplar. The original
caulking was made of pond mud and animal hair.
Wooden pegs held roof beams together. Hand
made nails were used for the roofing and siding.

Come in to see our log cabin
and our new shop.
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